Gliding o'er All
A Poem by W. Whitman

Scott Villard

Gli- ding o'er all, through all,
through cresc.

Gli- ding o'er all, through all,

Piano
(for rehearsal only)

Na- ture, Time, and Space,
as a ship on the

Na- ture, Time, and Space,
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Na- ture, Time, and Space,
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waters advancing, the voyage of the waters advancing, the voyage of the waters advancing, the voyage of the waters advancing, the voyage of the waters advancing, the voyage of the waters advancing, the voyage of the waters advancing, the voyage of the waters advancing, the voyage of the waters advancing, the voyage of the waters advancing, the voyage of the waters advancing, the voyage of the waters advancing, the voyage of the waters advancing, the voyage of the waters advancing, the voyage of the waters advancing, the voyage of the waters advancing, the voyage of the waters advancing, the voyage of the
many deaths I'll sing.